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Package: comparepdf
Version: 1.0.1-1.1
Architecture: i386
Maintainer: Ubuntu Developers <ubuntu-devel-discuss@lists.ubuntu.com>
Original-Maintainer: David Paleino <dapal@debian.org>
Installed-Size: 98
Depends: libc6 (>= 2.4), libgcc1 (>= 1:3.0), libpoppler-qt5-1 (>= 0.24.5), libqt5core5a (>= 5.9.0~beta), libqt5gui5 (>= 5.0.2), libstdc++6 (>= 5)
Section: utils
Priority: optional
Homepage: http://www.qtrac.eu/comparepdf.html
Description: command line tool for comparing two PDF files
 comparepdf is a command line tool for comparing two PDF files.
 .
 By default it compares their texts but it can also compare them
 visually (e.g., to detect changes in diagrams, images, fonts, and
 layout).
 .
 It should prove useful for automated testing.
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2d470509b4d4b7f18da5e210e4a8a4c4  usr/bin/comparepdf
8766d45d67defc042100d83d7c7c4bad  usr/share/doc/comparepdf/README
8acc3938133bb6396f8d70abd094b130  usr/share/doc/comparepdf/changelog.Debian.gz
4ac1a5d75a0d4bd08f91ab5a7d6f1ddd  usr/share/doc/comparepdf/copyright
cfebe1803c2397636798555624225fae  usr/share/man/man1/comparepdf.1.gz
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comparepdf
==========

comparepdf is used to compare two PDF files.

The default comparison mode is text mode where the text of each
corresponding pair of pages is compared. As soon as a difference is
detected the program terminates with a message (unless -v0 is set) and
an indicative return code.

The options are -ct or --compare=text (the default) for text mode
comparisons or -ca or --compare=appearance for visual comparisons
(useful if diagrams or other images have changed), and -v=1 or
--verbose=1 for reporting differences (and saying nothing for matching
files): use -v=0 for no reporting or -v=2 for reporting both different
and matching files.

(For a GUI tool for showing the detailed differences between PDF files
see http://www.qtrac.eu/diffpdf.html.)

Home page: http://www.qtrac.eu/comparepdf.html


Compiling and Installing comparepdf
===================================

Prerequisites: A C++ compiler, the Qt 4 libraries (I test with Qt 4.7
and Qt 4.6. Earlier Qt's may work although Qt 4.4 and 4.5 will at least
need a compiler with tr1 support), and the Poppler libraries (at least
version 0.14.0 and including Poppler's C++ and Qt 4 headers). Linux and
BSD users should be able to get everything through their package
management system---and some distros already include comparepdf so you
don't even have to build it. Mac OS X users can get a compiler by
installing Xcode; you'll need to get Qt and Poppler separately.

1. Unpack the archive file, comparepdf-XXX.tar.gz
2. Change directory to comparepdf-XXX
3. Run qmake # On some systems, e.g., Fedora or Ubuntu, run qmake-qt4
   On Mac OS X use: qmake spec=macx-g++
4. Run make
5. Copy or soft-link the comparepdf executable to somewhere on your PATH

That's it!


License
=======

This program was written by Mark Summerfield.
Copyright (c) 2011-12 Qtrac Ltd. All rights reserved.

This program is free software: you can redistribute it and/or modify it
under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by the
Free Software Foundation, either version 2 of the License, or (at your
option), any later version. This program is distributed in the hope that
it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied
warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the
GNU General Public License (in file gpl-2.0.txt) for more details.
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comparepdf (1.0.1-1.1) unstable; urgency=medium

  * Non-maintainer upload.
  * Update package to Qt5 (Closes: #874846).
  * Bump to debhelper compat 11.
  * Update Standards-Version to 4.1.1 (no changes required).
  * Fix copyright format declaration.
  * Update Vcs headers to standard https values.
  * Pass build flags through to compiler to harden build.

 -- Stuart Prescott <stuart@debian.org>  Thu, 18 Jan 2018 22:47:16 +1100

comparepdf (1.0.1-1) unstable; urgency=low

  * Initial release (Closes: #640776)

 -- David Paleino <dapal@debian.org>  Fri, 24 Feb 2012 14:16:30 +0100
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Format: https://www.debian.org/doc/packaging-manuals/copyright-format/1.0/
Upstream-name: comparepdf

Files: *
Copyright: © 2011-2012, Qtrac Ltd.
License: GPL-2.0+

Files: debian/*
Copyright: © 2012, David Paleino <dapal@debian.org>
License: GPL-2.0+

License: GPL-2.0+
 This package is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify
 it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by
 the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or
 (at your option) any later version.
 .
 This package is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,
 but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of
 MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the
 GNU General Public License for more details.
 .
 You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License
 along with this program. If not, see <http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>
 .
 On Debian systems, the complete text of the GNU General
 Public License version 2 can be found in "/usr/share/common-licenses/GPL-2".
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.TH COMPAREPDF 1 "2012-01-10" "comparepdf v1.0.1"
.SH NAME
comparepdf \- compare two PDF files textually or visually
.SH SYNOPSIS
.B diffpdf
.RI [ file1 ]
.RI [ file2 ]
.SH SYNOPSIS
.B comparepdf
.RI [OPTIONS]
.RI file1.pdf
.RI file2.pdf
.SH DESCRIPTION
\fBcomparepdf\fP is a command line application used to compare two PDF
files.
.br
The default comparison mode is text mode where the text of each
corresponding pair of pages is compared. As soon as a difference is
detected the program terminates with a message (unless \-v0 is set) and
an indicative return code.
.br
The OPTIONS are \-ct or \-\-compare=text (the default) for text mode
comparisons or \-ca or \-\-compare=appearance for visual comparisons
(useful if diagrams or other images have changed), and \-v=1 or
\-\-verbose=1 for reporting differences (and saying nothing for matching
files): use \-v=0 for no reporting or \-v=2 for reporting both different
and matching files.
.SH "SEE ALSO"
For a GUI tool for showing the detailed differences between PDF files see
http://www.qtrac.eu/diffpdf.html.
.SH AUTHOR
comparepdf was written by Mark Summerfield <mark@qtrac.eu>.















